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SENARYO 2

İNGİLİZCE6 1. SINAV

SENARYO 2

Learning Outcome:  E6.5.R1. Students will be able to understand general meaning in simple texts 
related to the feelings and personal opinions about places and things.

1.  Complete the sentences according to the given text.

Jane enjoys spending time in libraries. It makes her relaxed and happy. Mark disagrees with Jane. 
He loves playgrounds because they are exciting places for him. Amy thinks sports complexes are 
amazing places! She can both do sports and have fun there! David loves going to shopping malls 
because he visits some interesting toy shops there.

a. Jane loves going to ---------------------------------- to feel relaxed and happy.

b. Mark’s favourite place is --------------------------------------------------------------.

c. Amy likes sports complexes because ---------------------------------------------.

d. David goes to shopping malls to ----------------------------------------------.
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Learning Outcome:  E6.6.R1. Students will be able to understand familiar words and simple sentences 
about occupations and the dates.

2.  Read the conversation below and complete the sentences with the jobs and dates as in Mike’s 
statement.

Could you tell us about yourself?

I am a dentist. I can pull out teeth. I was born on the third of January in Sydney.

Sally

Mike

I am a/an -----------------------. I can cut, dye, and design hair. I was born ------------------------------------------ 
---------------------------------------- (13.02.1986) in Ankara.

I can defend people at courts. I am a/an ----------------. I was born ------------------------------------------- (1995) 
in Tokyo. 

Eren

Yoko

I am a/an ------------------------------. I can make and sell bread. I was born ------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------- (01.05.1953) in Baku.

Aliye
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Learning Outcome:  E6.6.W1. Students will be able to produce a piece of writing about occupations 
and the dates.

3.  Choose one of the job ID cards below and complete it according to the information on the card. 
Write down full sentences.

JOB ID CARD

Name : Kuzey

Job : -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

Ability : -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

Birth date : ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (15.01.1990).

Birth place : ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (Ankara).

JOB ID CARD
Name : Asia

Job : -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

Ability : -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

Birth date : ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ (21.03.1995).

Birth place : --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (İzmir).
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Learning Outcome:  E6.7.R1. Students will be able to understand short, simple sentences and 
expressions related to past activities.

4.  Look at Martin’s notes below and answer the questions.

Martin asked his friends what they did last summer. The visual below shows some information about their 
answers.

Activities  Friends

Camping  David

Trekking  Sally

Sailing Richard

Swimming Susan, Tom, and Jack

Visiting an ancient place Tim and Sally

a. Who didn’t do any water sports on holiday?

b. What was the most popular activity among Martin’s friends?

c. Which two people went sightseeing?


